GRAND VITARA

Suzuki 07

Drive responsibly: Buckle up for safety—don’t drink and drive. WARNING: Sport Utility Vehicles handle differently from ordinary passenger cars. Avoid sharp turns and abrupt maneuvers. Always wear your seatbelt.

For specific details, please read your Owner's Manual for on- and off-road driving tips. To avoid injury from an airbag, always place children 12 years old and under in the rear seat; always move both driver and passenger seat as far back from airbag as practical; never transport a child in a rear-facing child seat in the front seat; and always use the seatbelts and buckle up properly. Always keep cargo loads within specified weight limits; distribute cargo evenly and secure it from shifting. Specifications and equipment based on information available at time of printing, subject to change without notice or obligation and may differ in each sales area. All model comparisons based on manufacturers' Web sites as of 7/06. Some vehicles shown with optional equipment. For more details on 2007 options, accessories, warranty and specifications, contact your local Suzuki dealer. Suzuki, the “S” logo, and Suzuki model names are Suzuki trademarks or registered.

“Tread Lightly!” on public and private land. Along with concerned conservationists everywhere, Suzuki urges you to preserve your future off-road driving opportunities by showing respect for the environment, local laws and the rights of others. Whether you buy or lease a Suzuki vehicle, American Suzuki Financial Services can assist you with the process. Ask your dealer which lease or purchase plan best suits your needs.

Printed on Recycled Paper 10% Post-Consumer Fiber
THE OFFICIAL SUV OF "I'M OUTTA HERE"

You can't help it. You're hardwired for adventure and when you gotta go, you gotta go. That's why you need the 2007 Suzuki Grand Vitara. Don't let its good looks fool you, this is one serious SUV. With standard V6 power, true 4WD engineering and rock-solid construction, Grand Vitara is no poser. It's official. To live life according to your rules, follow these two:

#1, get a new Suzuki Grand Vitara. #2, take off.

Grand Vitara X-Sport Package shown. Some features may not be available on some models. Please refer to Specifications pages for complete information.
THE CIVILIZED WAY TO GET TO PLACES THAT AREN’T

Your cell phone has no bars. You’re miles from a Wi-Fi hot spot. And the worldwide Web seems worlds away. But just because modern society is a distant memory doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy modern conveniences. Thanks to Grand Vitara, you’ll feel right at home with its long list of refinements and cultured amenities. Sure, Grand Vitara’s genuine off-road performance will have you screaming “Yee haa!” But its muscular exterior and sophisticated interior will leave you whispering “Sweet.” In the Grand Vitara, you’re never far from civilization. No matter where you are.

Power Sunroof
Let the sunshine in, or the moonbeams, with Grand Vitara’s power tilt-and-slide sunroof. Easy to operate. Very easy to get used to. Integrated Center Console Grand Vitara’s stylish center console is a highly functional, placing factory controls easily within reach. SmartPace® Keyless Entry and Start System in your hand or in your pocket—makes entry and car start by allowing you to lock and unlock your Grand Vitara—even start and stop the engine—without using a key. Just like those prissy luxury sedans. Heated Front Seats: The touch of a button will keep you and your passenger comfortable and warm. Cool. Some features may not be available on some models. Please refer to Specifications pages for complete information.
YOU CAN ROUGH IT ONCE YOU GET THERE

Before you go riding, surfing, climbing or paddling, you'll be doing a whole lot of driving. That's where the Grand Vitara comes in. Just look at this interior—refined, roomy, flexible and all-so comfortable. Plus it's the ultimate in utility, with a full complement of seating configurations and all sorts of cool storage compartments. See? Even a rough SUV can have a soft side.
A DASH OF TECHNOLOGY

Not just the dash mind you, but an entire cabin loaded with technology, luxury and style. For example, the Grand Vitara offers a CD player with four speakers and even an available 7-speaker stereo with a 6-disc changer, subwoofer and two tweeters for you audiophiles out there. And with steering-wheel audio controls, you can flip stations or pump up the volume without taking your hands off the wheel. You also get standard automatic climate control with a micron air-filtration system, plus a long list of other creature comforts. Funny. For being so rugged, Grand Vitara seems awfully refined.

Automatic Climate Control
Automatically controls interior temperature set to your preferences. Plus, the micron air-filtration system filters out outside pollutants, leaving the interior a better place to...ahhhhhh...breathe.

HomeLink® Wireless Control System
This piece of technological wizardry can be programmed to control all kinds of electronic devices including garage doors, community gates and home lighting. Illuminated Gauges
Electroluminescent analog gauges are easy to read and look really great. Safety. And style. What else would you expect from Grand Vitara?

Space and Flexibility
Flip rear seats forward to give you plenty of cargo options. Some features may not be available on some models. Please refer to Specifications pages for complete information.
NO POWER SHORTAGE HERE

When you feel the need to climb, hike, bike or surf, you need an SUV with the guts to get you where you’re going. Enter the Grand Vitara. See that brown-looking powerhouse? That’s a 168-hp, 2.7-liter V6, 24-valve DOHC with towing capability of up to 3,000 lb. Oh yeah, and it’s standard, unlike other SUVs in the class. But the true test of any SUV is its off-road capability. And guess what? Grand Vitara passes the exam, courtesy of its available full-time, 4-Mode 4WD system. So put yourself in the power position, behind the wheel of the new Grand Vitara:

High Ground Clearance: You want rugged? You got rugged. High ground clearance, and short front and rear overhangs permit confident maneuvering over rough trails and uneven surfaces—even the ability to cross shallow streams. 4-Mode 4WD: This 4WD all the time feature is what makes Grand Vitara an authentic class leader. Built right into the center dash, the 4WD control knob has four modes for different conditions. Low Range Lock, which really differentiates Grand Vitara from Warrior SUVs, locks in extra low-end traction for very difficult situations and true off-road adventures. High Range provides 4WD for most conditions, enhancing traction on most road conditions regardless of seasonality. High Range Lock gives more traction through snow or mud. And Neutral frees the central differential, providing less wear and tear. And you save your 4-Mode 4WD Grand Vitara behind your RV. More good news: you won’t wind up any miles when you tow with this model. Some features may not be available on some models. Please refer to Specifications pages for complete information.
Team Traction Grand Vitara’s standard (yes, standard) Electronic Stability Program (ESP®) with traction control system (TCS) and anti-lock brake system (ABS) automatically monitor and adjust the braking system and engine torque, and may help prevent understeer and oversteer.

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) This system keeps tabs on tire inflation to help improve wear, gas mileage and overall safety. Please see Specifications pages for more information. Comprehensive Airbag System The Grand Vitara offers a comprehensive passive safety system that features both side curtain airbags and driver and front passenger seat-mounted side airbags to help protect occupants in the event of a collision. In addition, second-generation, advanced dual-stage front airbags deploy with less force depending on need, using an advanced front passenger-seat weight-sensing feature. Some features may not be available on some models. Please refer to Specifications pages for complete information.

† ESP® is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler AG.

EVEN ITS SAFETY FEATURES ARE HARDCORE

No matter what adrenaline-fueled sport you’re into, safety is your most powerful ally. And now so is the Grand Vitara. Should the unavoidable happen, it’s comforting to know that Grand Vitara’s got your back with dual safety systems: one that gives extra control to help avoid problems, the other to help protect should the unpredictable happen. Bottom line? Grand Vitara doesn’t mess around, especially when it comes to safety.
When you live life your way, you want an SUV that's equally distinctive. That's why Suzuki offers you a choice of three different trim levels for Grand Vitara. Plus a wide range of accessories to customize your vehicle the way you want— from special wheels and a portable connection for your audio player to a bike carrier and racy rear spoiler. You and Grand Vitara. Two rugged individuals.

PACKAGES AND ACCESSORIES FOR LIFE

PACKAGES: Every Grand Vitara comes with a standard V6 engine, electronic stability control and all-season 4-WD. But hey, it's all about choices. That's why Grand Vitara offers you two different packages to choose from, in addition to the base model. X-Sport. Be a sport and you'll get fog lamps, 16” aluminum-alloy wheels and the ingenious SmartPass™ keyless remote entry and start system.

X-Sport – Be a sport and you’ll get fog lamps, 16” aluminum-alloy wheels and the ingenious SmartPass™ keyless remote entry and start system.

Luxury – From the lap of luxury you’ll enjoy 17” alloy wheels, a sunroof, heated leather front seats, heated outside mirrors and the extremely handy Homelink™ remote control system. Some features may not be available on some models. Please refer to Specifications page for complete information.
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**SPECIFICATIONS**
- 4-channel, AM/FM, CD audio system with in-dash 6-disc changer, MP3/WMA™ playback, subwoofer, XMfi Ready
- Power windows, door locks and mirrors, with illuminated auto-down driver’s-window switch
- Power tilt-and-slide sunroof
- Remote keyless entry with panic button
- SmartPass™ keyless entry and start system with panic button
- Air conditioning with automatic climate control micron air filtration system
- Four-wheel independently suspended system
- Body-on-frame with built-in ladder frame
- 4.0-liter, 24-valve DOHC V6 engine

**TRANSMISSION**
- Five-speed manual transmission
- Two-speed automatic transmission

**INTERIOR FEATURES**
- 16” steel wheels with full covers
- Retracted mirrors
- Roof rails
- Tonneau cover

**EXTERIOR FEATURES**
- Pearl White
- Black Onyx Pearl
- Clear Beige Metallic
- Azure Grey Metallic
- Silky Silver Metallic
- Black Fabric
- Silver Metallic
- Black Leather
- Dark Slate Grey Metallic

**Phone Number:**
- 1-877-345-6789
- www.suzukiauto.com

**Page Dimensions:**
- 1692.0x1008.0

**Client:**
- Name: John
- Job#: 2345

**2008 Grand Vitara Sport Grand Vitara Luxury Grand Vitara XL-7 Grand Vitara S-VITARA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Grand Vitara</th>
<th>Grand Vitara Sport</th>
<th>Grand Vitara Luxury</th>
<th>Grand Vitara XL-7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>2.7L, 184 hp</td>
<td>2.7L, 177 hp</td>
<td>3.2L, 212 hp</td>
<td>3.5L, 270 hp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>200 lb-ft</td>
<td>185 lb-ft</td>
<td>232 lb-ft</td>
<td>271 lb-ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque</td>
<td>200 lb-ft</td>
<td>185 lb-ft</td>
<td>232 lb-ft</td>
<td>271 lb-ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Type</td>
<td>4.0L V6</td>
<td>3.6L V6</td>
<td>3.6L V6</td>
<td>3.5L V6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**COLORS & FABRICS**
- Pearl White
- Black Onyx Pearl
- Clear Beige Metallic
- Azure Grey Metallic
- Silky Silver Metallic
- Black Fabric
- Silver Metallic
- Black Leather
- Dark Slate Grey Metallic

**PAGE 15**
Why is it America's #1? It's the only 100,000-mile/7-year powertrain limited warranty around that doesn't have a deductible and is fully transferable for the life of the warranty. That's huge, and that's why the other guys don't talk about deductibles and transfer capability. No deductible means covered repairs are covered—you don't pay anything for parts and labor. Fully transferable means the warranty can pass from owner to owner when it's time to buy your next car. With coverage extended for 100,000 miles or 7 years, whichever comes first, you can average a more than reasonable 14,000 miles per year. The strength of this long-term powertrain protection is compounded by a 36,000-mile/3-year new-vehicle limited warranty that also has no deductible and covers everything from the dome light to the exhaust pipe (except the battery, which is covered for 100,000 miles, and tires, which are covered by the tire manufacturers' warranty), and includes comprehensive 24-hour Roadside Assistance as well as a convenient Courtesy Vehicle Program. So, that's why we can say it's America's #1. Sounds good, doesn't it?


